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I am truly honored to be writing you a message on
Benchmark’s 20th anniversary, one that is both a historic
and symbolic milestone for us. Historic because it is
happening at a time where we are transitioning from a
devastating global crisis to a future of new hopes and
beginnings. Symbolic because it is testament to our
strength, reputation, and expertise to have withstood the
test of time, to have survived and to have succeeded these
last 20 years.

But today is also the start of a bigger mission that we have
yet to fulfill as we continue our transformation work in the
years to come. We need to elevate our self-awareness,
strengthen our core foundation, reframe our thinking,
keep improving ourselves, and deepen our connection
with people to continue to evolve into better leaders and
coaches.

My challenge to myself and to all of you is to be the kind of
leader and coach that the world needs today. Every drop
makes an ocean, so if each one of us makes the effort to
improve ourselves, he can help the world transition to a
better, bigger and brighter future.

To my team, Benchmark’s competent and passionate
coaches, leaders, facilitators, consultants, and support staff
- thank you for your selfless dedication, loyalty, and
commitment in putting our vision and mission to life.

To our clients, partners, graduates, colleagues, and friends
- thank you for engaging with us, for the trust and for
helping us turn our vision to reality. We look forward to
setting new heights with you in the years to come.

Maraming salamat and mabuhay tayong lahat!

A MESSAGE FROM
OUR FOUNDER AND CEO, 
JULIUS ORDOÑEZ, MCC
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TRANSITIONING TO THE 
NEW WORLD OF 
LEADERSHIP AND 
COACHING

We couldn’t think of a better way to
celebrate our 20th anniversary than to put
together some of the world’s foremost
experts on leadership, coaching,
communication, and motivation in a grand
virtual conference last August 25!
“Transitioning to the New World of
Leadership and Coaching” was born out of
our desire to help people gear up for the
future and view this new normal that we are
transitioning to with fresh eyes and a
different perspective. It was indeed a
milestone event attended by over 600
participants and 4 powerful speakers,
namely:

Kim Pong Lim, CEO of Strengths Asia, Global
Partner of SoundWave Global and one of the
First 20 Certified Strengths Coaches in the
World, who spoke about "Owning your
Conversation"

Eileen McDargh, CSP, CPAE, Chief Energy
Officer of The Resiliency Group, one of Global
Gurus’ Top Communications Professionals
for 2022, and author of bestselling books
such as Burnout to Breakthrough, who
spoke about "Inside Out Leadership for
Resilient Teams"

Dr. Marcia Reynolds, MCC, ICF Master
Certified Coach, ICF Global Past President,
one of Global Gurus’ Top Coaching
Professionals for 2022, and author of
bestselling books such as Coach the Person,
not the Problem and the Discomfort Zone,
who spoke about "Coaching People to See
Possibilities Beyond the Fog of Fear," and

Dewitt Jones, one of America's Top
Professional Photographers and a National
Geographic Photojournalist for 20 Years,
who spoke about "Extraordinary Visions"
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Eileen McDargh started “Inside Out
Leadership for Resilient Teams” by
reaffirming that leadership is all about
communication. She discussed ways to
diffuse a negative situation by being
assertive instead of aggressive, using a clear
technique for giving feedback: Describing
clearly what you’ve observed, Explaining
how it impacts you, Specifying what needs
to be done and explaining the
Consequences. Eileen also talked about
converting communication into art form by
developing rapport, lightening up, taking
responsibility for your communication and
being kind. Kindness, she says, is the
hallmark of a really great communicator.

In “Own Your Conversation”, Kim Pong Lim
highlighted the components of Tendency
(How I talk), Sensitivity (How I’m heard), and
Skill (How I’m able to get my message
across) in communicating. He reminded us
that the most important part of a
conversation isn’t the topic but how we
respond. Do we destroy, ignore, patronize,
or truly engage the person we are
conversing with? He further explained that
there are actually 9 different verbal
strategies we use to talk: Inquiring, Probing
and Diagnosing under the cluster of Asking,
Articulating, Advising and Advocating under
the cluster of Suggesting, and Critiquing,
Correcting and Challenging under the
cluster of Telling. At the end of the day,
leaders no longer need to know it all --
what’s important is wanting to understand
and find out more, and it is key to use the
right verbal strategy for the right situation
to communicate more effectively.

“The most important part of a 
conversation isn’t the topic

but how we respond.”

“Kindness is the
hallmark of a really great 

communicator.”
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Dewitt Jones, in “Extraordinary Visions”,
taught us to define our vision — because
our vision controls our perception, and our
perception becomes our reality. He urged
us, in the midst of so many things that may
worry or frighten us about life, to instead
celebrate what’s right with the world. The
world is abundant, and we should not fixate
on getting the right answer at every given
moment. There is always more than one
right answer out there to deal with any
challenge or problem, all we need to do is
be open to see different perspectives, keep
our eyes open for the next right answer, and
keep looking for opportunities to make the
ordinary extraordinary. “Don’t prove
yourself... improve yourself”, he advocates.

In “Coaching People to See Possibilities
Beyond the Fog of Fear”, Dr. Marcia
Reynolds urged us to coach the person, not
the problem by helping them see their own
stories and beyond. The brain, she said, is a
box of stories, and we can use reflective
inquiry to delve deep and ask people to
share their identity, their stories, and their
reality. By doing that, we can help them
create new stories to move forward. She
explained that there are 3 mental habits we
should hone when coaching—Aligning your
Nervous System, Receiving (beyond just
Listening), and Catching and Releasing
Judgment. As coaches, we are their
thinking partners, not advice-givers. Being a
coach means we need to give up being the
expert, the fixer, and the one who knows.
After all, people are creative, resourceful,
and whole on their own, and we should
trust and value them enough to figure
things out. They just need their coaches to
be present in the moment, not to be
perfect.

“Being a coach means
we need to give up

being the expert, the fixer, and
the one who knows.”

“Don’t prove yourself...
improve yourself.”
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Seasoned leaders also generously shared
their insights after each of the segments,
namely: Arlene Bantoto, Head of Public
Affairs, Communications and Sustainability
at Wyeth Philippines, Ramon Medina, Head
of Consumer Electronic of Samsung, and
Maria Lourdes Cruz, Global People Director
for Global Operations Project Services of
Arcadis.

It has been so heartwarming reading your
messages after the conference! Here are a
few:

“...The passion, the eagerness to learn and
be open. The openness to make mistakes
and improve. The quest to find the right
answer, and that unceasing urge to
continually find the answer. What a
reminder to see and celebrate the beauty
in the world around us. We (I’m guilty) tend
to only point out our mistakes, their
mistakes and how the world is so
inadequate to our expectations. Dewitt
says to embrace change, find the
opportunities and possibilities instead of
being fueled by fear. So much beauty if we
are open to see it. Thank you Benchmark
and congratulations on your 20th year.
Thank you for inspiring us to empower
others.” – Coach Lorena Liamzon

“...It was a wonderful, impactful, and
thought-provoking morning. So many
nuggets of wisdom, but what resonated
with me the most is this from Eileen:
Kindness is the hallmark of great
communicators.” – Coach Patricia Elissa
Lacdao

“...I loved the part where Marcia asked, Can
you give up being the expert, the fixer and
the healer in order to coach? As we keep
gaining knowledge and expertise in our
fields, sometimes we assume we know
more than others and need to give people
advice. It’s easy to forget that we don’t
need to have all the answers. We just need
to know how to hold up a mirror, and be in
the moment.” – Coach Mia Zamora
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OUR BENCHMARK STORY
For our 20th anniversary, we thought it would be interesting to 
share a little bit of our core team’s personal stories with you —
our coaching journey and what led us to Benchmark Consulting.
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PAUI DEL ROSARIO:
WHAT COACHING HAS TAUGHT ME

What attracted Paulette (Paui) Pueo Del
Rosario, PCC to coaching was the fact that it
caters to the whole being of a person,
achieving a much deeper impact on their
lives and a more sustainable outcome than
traditional L&D initiatives.

Starting on the client side, she fell in love
with the work and witnessed the power of
coaching--enough to make her want to do
it full time. Paui was one of the very first ICF-
credentialed coaches in the Philippines, and
what gives her the greatest sense of
fulfillment today as Managing Consultant
and Executive Coach at Benchmark
Consulting is helping others become
professional coaches and ambassadors of
change to others.

"Coaching really changed me as a person. It
showed me that people are capable of
change and it instilled in me the
accountability and firm resolve to conquer
my fears and limitations and go for what I
want. Aside from my professional
development, I owe to coaching my
personal milestones, like getting married
and having a baby. That's how I know it
works!"

BECOMING A MASTER COACH:
JULIUS ORDOÑEZ ON HIS 

COACHING JOURNEY

Starting his corporate career in HR,
particularly in Training, Julius Ordonez, MCC
always knew that people development was
his calling. One day, he read about the ICF
and experienced a session himself, and
everything changed. "I really felt the change
in my heart in that coaching session. And
the more I learned about coaching, the
more it got me interested, because the
results are longer-lasting, the application of
the learning is immediate, and you can
follow thru on the impact-- it's not just a
one-time thing."

So he strove to become an ICF-credentialed
coach, and it went all the way from there,
from PCC to becoming the first and only
MCC (Master Certified Coach) in the
country, founding the ICF chapter in the
Philippines, and founding Benchmark
Consulting, the country's pioneer in
integrated coaching, training and
consulting solutions- which turns 20 years
old this month.

His favorite part about what he does?
"When you see that eureka moment, that
sparkle in your coachee's eyes... that's when
you know you've made an impact in that
person's life. That's my passion."
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TRIXY GABRIEL: HOW COACHING 
CHANGED MY LIFE

Trixy Gabriel, ACC, Managing Consultant of
Benchmark Consulting, was an educator for
19 years and was the Dean of Arts and
Sciences before switching careers to
coaching and consulting. This shift required
her to start from scratch to learn the
corporate side of the business, even billing
and account management aside from
program facilitation, but she was open to
learning knowing that it was leading her to
her purpose. When coaching was starting
to become a buzzword in the L&D space,
she decided to become a professional
coach, and it has definitely changed her life.

“I practice the same coaching questions on
myself, and it changed my whole outlook.
Instead of getting fixated on blame or
obstacles, I immediately shift into how to
move forward and think about what options
and possibilities are available to me. That
means I never feel stuck and I always have
an abundance mentality, even despite
tough personal circumstances. No matter
what might be going on around you, you
always have a choice. You can choose to be
positive and productive.”

ADAM BAUTISTA: WHY I COACH

Being such a people person, it didn't take
long before Adam Noah Paul Bautista, ACC
discovered his purpose. He started his
career in IT, and happened to join a training
program for trainers led by Julius Ordonez.
It was then that he realized that what he
really wanted to do was be a facilitator and
coach.

"I coach because I want to create a positive
impact in the lives of people. It's so fulfilling
when you see that a-ha moment where
they realize that they are capable to reach
their goals. It feels so good to help people
overcome their limitations -- priceless really.
Coaching taught me how to listen, as I do
love to talk! It affirmed that my being a
people person is not just lip service, it
comes from a deep and genuine interest in
and care for people. And it showed me that
it is possible to build relationships with
people, even those I've just met. "

Today, Adam is our Head of APAC
Operations, an Executive Coach, and
Training Consultant at Benchmark
Consulting, living out his purpose everyday.
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Great Things Start from Small 
Beginnings

As we celebrate our 20th anniversary this
month, we can't help but look back fondly
on our early days. Here's a fun fact: We
started out with just 1 PC, 1 fax machine, and
1 telephone, all located in our founder Julius'
kitchen!

Who'd have thought back then that
Benchmark Consulting would grow to
become the Philippines' leading provider of
integrated coaching, training and
consulting solutions? But grow we indeed
have, and today we've served over 500,000
senior executives, business professionals
and teams across the Philippines, Singapore
and the US.

Today we honor our humble beginnings
and we honor YOU. Thank you so much for
supporting us and growing with us all these
years. Here's to the next 20, and many more!

Our Firsts

We enjoy looking back on our many “firsts”.
Our very first corporate clients 20 years ago
were Monde Nissin, Nestlé, and the Pag-Ibig
Fund! Thank you for the trust!

Benchmark Consulting was the first to
bring ICF-accredited coaching and training
to the Philippines, including Coaching Skills
training, Team Coaching, and Group
Coaching. We were also the first to use a
Team Facilitation approach, in order to
ensure that learning is done in a fun, open
environment where people are engaged on
a body-mind-spirit level.

THROWBACK AT 
TWENTY TRIVIA
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What’s In A Name?

How did we get the name Benchmark
Consulting? It all started when our founder
Julius was still working in Human
Resources. One of the buzzwords used at
that time was “Benchmark”, so much so
that the company he was working in used it
as one of their core values. That word
resonated with Julius as he started thinking
of setting up his own company — to be the
gold standard in coaching and training, to
set the bar high in all our endeavors. Hence
the name Benchmark Consulting!

Benchmark Jams

Those of you who have joined any
Benchmark workshop over the last 20 years
know how much we make music a part of
the learning experience.

First, we’d like to announce that
Benchmark Consulting has a Spotify
channel! Now you can subscribe to access
our different playlists, from motivating
themes to more reflective tunes. And due to
popular demand, we've also loaded our
"Happy Coach" Adam Bautista's Workshop
playlist on our Spotify channel! Maybe
hearing the songs will even help you
remember some of your signature dance
moves during the session.

Click here to access and let's dance our way
through many more years of collaborating
and learning together!

LET’S CONNECT!
Follow Benchmark Consulting for 
more news, updates, and features! 
We’ve got a lot in store for you.

FACEBOOK
@benchmarkconsultingphilippines

INSTAGRAM
@benchmarkconsulting

LINKEDIN
@benchmark-consulting-IBCNI

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0ZPgl1fuaScpTRlw1VLQJ2?si=52d1ccfc1bf343eb

